AGENDA
INFORMATION UPDATE
July 6, 2020
5:00 PM,

I.

INFORMATION UPDATE
I.A.

CMC Childcare Update

I.B.

Recovery and Relief Fund Communications and Crisis Communications (COVID-19)
Update

I.C.

Cost of Cardboard at the Rio Grande Recycle Center

I.D.

Status update of Lift Corridor project

I.E.

Update on Arts and Cultural Arts Recovery Grants
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Mayor and City Council

FROM:

Shirley Ritter, Kids First Director
Ron LeBlanc, Special Projects Manager

Through:

Diane Foster, Assistant City Manager
Sara Ott, City Manager

DATE:

July 2, 2020

RE:

Informational Update: CMC Partnership, Childcare Capacity

Purpose: This is an informational update for City Council; no City Council decision is
requested at this time. The purpose of this informational memo is to update the Council
on staff activities related to addressing the partnership with Colorado Mountain College
(CMC); and childcare recovery and capacity.
Summary and Background: City staff have reached out to other local governments in
the Roaring Fork Valley to build partnerships. Several non-profit organizations in the
valley have indicated an interest in collaborating with us. Examples from other
successful programs across the country and from other neighboring mountain resort
communities are being studied and evaluated for ideas that can be successfully
replicated.
Staff have also explored establishing a relationship with private, for-profit childcare
enterprises on a state and national level. This effort remains in its early stages. Once
again, COVID has interrupted normal operations. Staff are planning to resume these
efforts once the public health crisis permits us to do so.
At the council work session February 25, 2020, three (3) main focus areas were
presented: partnership with CMC for a learning lab and degree program for early
childhood education, expansion of overall childcare spaces to meet the community need
and increasing funding options to accomplish these goals. The memo and document
from that work session are here. Attachment B is the letter dated 9/18/19 agreeing to a
conceptual long-term partnership between the city and CMC.
With the onset of the public health crisis, public health orders at the state and county
levels have disrupted childcare programs. Childcare centers were ordered closed,
except for the care of essential workforce children. Local childcare centers closed to
reduce the spread of the virus. Their re-opening, with limitations, was only recently
approved by the State of Colorado. The City Council approved up to $1,000,000 from
the Kids First fund to be used for emergency financial aid, reimbursement to childcare
programs for PPE and cleaning products, reconfiguration of the Kids First office to
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support social distancing, subsidies for restricted preschool group sizes, and rent relief
for childcare programs. The situation for childcare programs was further complicated by
the closing of public schools, summer camps and the unemployment experiences of
one or both parents. All this just reinforced the need for expanding childcare
opportunities in the Roaring Fork Valley.
Discussion:
City Council has previously provided direction and funding for staff to continue the
work as outlined below. Tonight’s discussion will provide an opportunity for City
Council to update their consensus in a post-COVID world.
1. Partner with Colorado Mountain College. Staff submitted a proposal to CMC
Trustees for infant care in existing space at the Aspen campus. CMC Trustees
approved the plan to allow one classroom to be used for infant care, possibly as
soon as late fall 2020. The memo to the CMC board is Attachment A.
Next Steps:
 Update data on infant care to reflect current need, waitlists, and births.
 Have a licensing specialist make a preliminary inspection to determine
changes needed for infant care.
 Engage neighborhood stakeholders in planning process
 Plan for modification work to be done in partnership with CMC
 Recruit qualified person/program to operate the childcare program.
 Establish a timeline for these steps to happen concurrently.
At the same time, city staff will continue to work in partnership with CMC to
plan for the long-term goal that includes an early childhood learning lab and
workforce development program.
2. Expand childcare capacity in Aspen. This is an exciting solution to help address
the need for infant care so that parents have the ability to return to work. It also
sets the stage for continued partnership with CMC. At the same time, staff will
continue other long-term planning with community partners, including housing
development. As more families access affordable housing in the community, the
need for childcare increases in a related, parallel track.
3. Expand funding options. Staff continues long term planning to identify partners
and new/additional funding sources. We are operating in a different world than
we were only months ago. There are new considerations due to budget
reductions, different ways to engage the community, and the perceived need for
childcare expansion.

Financial/Budget Impacts: As part of a comprehensive relief and recovery funding
package, the City Council has appropriated funds to address these needs. The
expansion of infant care capacity is consistent with past City Council directives. This
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will allow more parents to return to work as the economy opens up again. The funding
for converting a CMC classroom for infant care is available in the existing Kids First
appropriation. Discussions with CMC have not yet progressed to include a capital
project cost estimate. The project will include start-up equipment and materials needed
to outfit the classroom, as well as financial aid for families. This program will also benefit
from the same professional development funding, incentives, and quality improvement
coaching Kids First provides to the other childcare programs it supports. Staff is
considering FY2020 and 2021 budget impacts as we define the timeline and costs for
implementation.
Staff Summary: Staff welcomes this City Council discussion and looks forward to
providing this update. Staff is seeking City Council consensus to proceed with the CMC
infant care program partnership. Staff will continue to provide updates to council as this
work progresses.

Attachments:
A: City memo to CMC board. 6/8/2020
B: City of Aspen/CMC partnership letter, 9/18/19
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INFORMATION ONLY
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Mayor Torre and City Council

FROM:

Mitzi Rapkin, Communications Manager

THROUGH:

Alissa Farrell, Administrative Services Director

CC:

Sara Ott, City Manager

MEMO DATE:

6/30/20

RE:

Recovery and Relief Fund Communications and Crisis Communications
(COVID-19) Update

Introduction
The purpose of this memo is to 1) update City Council on the specific communications plan for
the recovery and relief funds approved through Resolution No. 33, which includes the adoption
of six outcomes and strategic objectives to address Aspen’s economic, social, physical, and
cultural recovery 2) provide Council an update on the City’s crisis communications during
COVID-19.
The goals of the communications department are to enhance the community’s understanding
of the services the City offers, the policies that guide them, and to provide opportunities for
community engagement, connection and feedback.
In times of emergency, crisis communications plans are implemented to strategically meet the
communication requirements of an emergency while upholding the goals described above.
Resolution #33 Outcome #6:
Effectively and regularly communicate with, and listen to, the community during the response
and recovery efforts.

I. COVID-19 Relief and Recovery Communication Objectives:
A. Provide timely and accurate information on the City’s progress towards these outcomes.
1|Page
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B. Collaborate and utilize extensive communication strategies and tools, including deploying
new resources, to broadly reach the community on specific COVID-19 recovery related
information and progress.

COVID-19 Relief and Recovery Communication Action Plan:
1. Develop and implement a COVID-19 Recovery and Relief Dashboard to focus on City
Council’s Six Objectives from Resolution #33. The purpose of the dashboard is to track
the progress of the City’s relief efforts. It will be updated monthly to provide current
information and a source for ongoing transparency with the community. This will be
published in a special section on City of Aspen’s COVID-19 webpage and all social media
channels (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and LinkedIn), digital and print newspaper ads
and CGTV Channel 11.
2. Initiate a campaign to solicit interested citizens and businesses who may benefit in
receiving City communications such as the City Recovery and Relief Dashboard updates.
3. Immediately recruit contract help to bolster goals and strategies.
4. Enhance community partner networks to include but not limited to governments, ACRA
and local businesses, quasi-governmental, educational, and non-profit organizations to
create alignment, consistent brand messaging, and message amplification and cohesion.
5. In conjunction with 2020-2021 City Council Goals, provide consistent reports to City
Council detailing progress on stated goals to include performance and engagement
metrics associated with multi-media channels and their effectiveness. Communication
formats will continually be expanded and revised based on metrics and feedback.
Broadly, the objectives of the above action plan are to enhance transparency between the City
and community through the regular, timely updates on the City’s COVID-19 Recovery and Relief
Plan and further evaluate and improve community access to City communications.

II. COVID-19 Crisis Communications Strategic Plan in Review
The City of Aspen assembled a crisis communication team (CCT) in mid-March to respond to the
COVID-19 crisis with the goal of creating and carrying out a communication plan that
encompassed the City’s external communications to the community and stakeholders and
internal communications to staff. The crisis communications team routinely and efficiently
disseminated critical information to vast audiences on multiple platforms.
The Crisis Communications Strategic Plan (CCSP) was established to provide structure for the
CCT by outlining goals, objectives, strategies, communications channels and resources. Having
developed the CCSP to respond to Aspen’s specific needs, this plan allows the City to be well
organized and execute multiple communication initiatives across several channels with ease
and structure. The CCP was developed to help ease public concern specifically during the
2|Page
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COVID-19 crisis, distribute accurate, relevant, and timely information with a focus on inclusion.
A summary of crisis communications metrics is included.

Next Step: Communications Assessment
A significant tenant in moving forward with communications is the ability to gather feedback
from community members to determine what they see as priorities for the City’s
communications department, how they want messages delivered, and what they see as the
strengths, weaknesses and barriers of the City’s communications. An expansive,
communications survey is to be completed by the same company who initiated the revised
citizen survey in 2019. This would be completed by the Fall of 2020 and would focus solely on
communications. At the heart of the communications department’s philosophy is engagement
with the community and this next step would allow us to move forward in an expansive and
comprehensive direction that is guided by community feedback.
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Communications Dept.
COVID-19 STATISTICS
MARCH THROUGH MAY*
*All comparisons are to the previous three months, December 2019 through February 202o before COVID-19

Website

29,760 total visits
90% increase OVER PREVIOUS 3 MONTHS
10,381 visits to covid-19 page
35% of visitors to website visited covid-19 page
TOP TEN POSTS

1,000% increase in posts
11.3% increase in fans
2,400% increase in engagement
29.7% increase in posts

1.

Social Distance for Kids

2.

Face Covering Law

3.

Council Letter to the Community

4.

APD Don’t Stand So Close to Me

5.

Construction Site Rules for COVID

6.

Shopping Tips for COVID

7.

Mask Giveaway

8.

Pitkin County Health video about testing

9.

Mask Law

10. Emergency Declaration

TOP TEN POSTS

3,100% increase in posts
12% increase in fOLLOWERS
1,300% increase in engagement

1.

APD Don't Stand So Close to Me

2.

Woody Creek Distillery Donation of Hand Sanitizer

3.

Flattening the Curve

4.

Utilities Crew at Work

5.

Social Distancing for Kids

6.

Shopping Tips for COVID

7.

COVID tracker for State of Colorado

8.

Community Development at Work

9.

Social Distancing for Outdoors

10.

Emergency Declaration

TOP TEN POSTS

278% increase in tweets
118% increase in fOLLOWERS
5,700% increase in engagement

1.

State of Colorado Report Card on COVID

2.

One for 1 of Jellyfish

3.

Volunteer App

4.

Quarantine stories from APR and AHS

5.

Stay Home and Stay Kind Message

6.

Outdoor Face Mask Rules

7.

Shopping Tips for COVID

8.

Community Meetings

9.

Early COVID preparation

10. Parks Department Preparing Hand Sanitizer for Staff
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160,905
3,990
3,220
1,749

by the numbers
Number of people who saw City of Aspen content on Facebook

Visitors to Aspen Community Voice

Voters in Aspen March 2019 Election

Average number of people per day who saw City of Aspen
content on Facebook

1,441
600

Active participants on Aspen Community Voice

Postcards printed and distributed by Parking, Parks, Police, and
Businesses about mask law

571
84
39
17
13

New registrations on Aspen Community Voice

Mask underwriting messages on Aspen Public Radio

Updates to Aspen homepage

Press Releases Sent

Videos Produced

Responsiveness
Comprehensive COVID specific crisis plan drafted – 5 work days after emergency
declaration
Business Tool Kit – Communications researched and developed Business
Took Kit with CMO and Downtown Services Director and published it in 7 work
days
Social Distance Banners – Designed and ready to hang in 2 days and shared with
GWS, Carbondale, Basalt, SMV, Pitkin County
Mask Postcards – Created and distributed 3 days after law passed by City Council
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INFORMATION ONLY MEMORANDUM
TO:

Mayor Torre and Aspen City Council

FROM:

CJ Oliver, Director of Environmental Health and Sustainability

THROUGH:

Sara Ott, City Manager

MEMO DATE:

June 30, 2020

RE:

Cost of Cardboard at the Rio Grande Recycle Center

REQUEST OF COUNCIL: This memo is intended to provide information on the costs of
providing cardboard recycling service at the Rio Grande Recycle Center (RGRC).
SUMMARY AND BACKGROUND:
Due to the financial impacts of COVID 19 Department Managers were asked to propose
8% reductions in their operating budgets for the remainder of the 2020 budget year. The
Environmental Health and Sustainability Department proposed eliminating cardboard
collection at the Recycle Center to meet the budget target for the department. In addition,
staff proposed removing the proposed cardboard compactor from the capital budget plan
for 2020 as it would not be necessary if cardboard collection was eliminated. Together
these reductions create $250,000 in general fund savings.
DISCUSSION:
The cost of providing cardboard recycling at the Rio Grande Recycle Center is significant.
Cardboard must travel a long distance from the Roaring Fork Valley from to reach a
market for recycling. Typical destinations include New Mexico, Minnesota, or South
Carolina and the material may also be taken overseas as markets fluctuate. Cardboard
prices for materials going to recycling markets are also at exceptionally low numbers now
and finally, cardboard needs to be handled by multiple parties to get to its final destination.
As a result of these factors, the following numbers are the hauling costs for cardboard at
the RGRC:




Cardboard hauling (non-compacted)- $150,000 per year
Cardboard hauling (compacted)- $80,000 to $100,000 per year
Cardboard compactor- $150,000

By comparison, the other materials collected at the center are going to Colorado markets
and we are able to provide the services at a much lower price. Yard waste gets composted
at the Pitkin County Landfill, metals go to Rifle, and glass goes to Ft. Collins for
processing.
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There are currently alternative options available for the community to use to recycle
cardboard. The Pitkin County Landfill accepts cardboard at their facility. It is free for
residents and $34.50/ton for businesses. Curbside recycling service should be provided
at all residential and multi-family dwelling units per local ordinance. This service is
required as part of the base rate for trash removal service in Aspen. This is not a
requirement at commercial businesses though many produce a significant amount of
cardboard and benefit from recycling cardboard from a financial perspective. Staff have
been and will continue to work with HOA’s to better capture cardboard on-site to take
advantage of the curbside service they are already paying for in addition to ensuring that
haulers are providing the required services at each account.
FINANCIAL IMPACTS:
Eliminating cardboard recycling beginning 7/1/2020 will save $100,000 in the general fund
operating budget and $150,000 in capital expense for the cardboard compactor in 2020.
In 2021 the savings will be $150,000 in the general fund.
NEXT STEPS:
Staff will be discontinuing cardboard hauling at the Rio Grande Recycle Center beginning
on 7/1/2020. Significant community outreach has been done through multiple outlets
including newspapers, social media, and in person outreach at the RGRC with staff. Staff
have also delivered information to businesses in person and through the ACRA
newsletter. Assistance will be available for residents and businesses to help them
strategize how best to handle cardboard moving forward after service ceases at the
RGRC. One of the focal points will be better use of curbside recycling services where
applicable which seems to be an area for improvement based on information collected
from users at the RGRC. In addition, staff are exploring the option of a grant pool to help
HOA’s better capture cardboard on-site.

Page 2 of 2
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INFORMATION ONLY
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Mayor Torre and City Council

FROM:

Jen Phelan, Development Manager

THROUGH:

Scott Miller, Public Works Director

MEMO DATE:

July 2, 2020

MEETING DATE:

July 14, 2020

RE:

Status update of Lift Corridor project

The intent of this memo is to provide City Council with a status update of the Lift Corridor project. Expect
these updates on a regular basis, every two to three months, in the future. As Council is aware, voter
approval of the project was granted in March 2019, allowing for a multi-stakeholder development project
which includes two hotels (Lift One Lodge and Gorsuch Haus), installation of a new telemix lift that loads
closer to Dean Street and skier return, relocation of the historically designated Lift 1 bullwheel and
associated towers, development of a ski museum and ticketing/skier services, as well as the
redevelopment of city parks, Dean Street, and the termination of S. Aspen Street to accommodate the
entirety of the project.
Five stakeholders are involved in the project: Lift One Lodge (LOL), Gorsuch Haus (GH), the Aspen
Historical Society (AHS), Aspen Skiing Company (ASC), and the City of Aspen. Besides a land interest in the
corridor project, the city also has a financial interest. The city has allocated $4.36 million dollars within
an escrow account to help fund certain “public facing” elements of the project such as improvements to
Dean Street and relocation of the Skiers Chalet Lodge (home of a future ski museum and ASC services)
that will benefit the public. These funds are to be released to Lift One Lodge when overall improvements
are constructed and “once the new ski lift is in a working condition.”
In December of 2019, LOL was granted a deadline extension to submit their final land use application for
the project from March 5, 2020 to September 1, 2020 (GH submitted their final land use application in
March). Since the beginning of the year, representatives of the stakeholder group have been meeting as
a whole and individually on a regular basis. Group meetings have been used for stakeholder updates and
confirmation of LOL’s continued progress towards submitting the land use application by September.
Individual stakeholder meetings are conducted as needed to solve design and operations issues between
different stakeholders that arise as the design advances from schematic to design development.
Associated with the application, ASC is currently leading the effort to apply for and receive variances from
the Colorado Passenger Tramway Safety Board (Tramway Board) for both lodges. This is a two-step review
process with the state. A technical review committee reviewed both the LOL and GH applications on June
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19th. LOL was recommended for approval and is being forwarded to the Tramway Board for a final review
in July, while ASC withdrew the GH application due to two concerns raised by the technical committee.
The two concerns were: 1) wanting additional horizontal clearance of 10-12 feet, rather than a previously
discussed 8-10 feet from the Gorsuch Haus, and 2) concern of dynamic derailment of the cable along the
building. ASC and GH are working to develop the horizontal clearance requested and POMA is looking at
the derailment concern, which may be solved by an additional tower along the lodge. Resubmittal of the
GH variance is anticipated for August 7th, with a review by the technical review committee in August and
the Tramway Board in September.
Next steps for the corridor project include: submitting the amended GH tramway variance application,
finalizing the design of the LOL project and submission of a land use application, continuing regular
meetings between stakeholders to discuss shared operations, maintenance, and costs of the project once
constructed, and review of draft legal agreements.
When both land use applications have been received and deemed complete by the city, reviews will be
scheduled before the appropriate Commissions (HPC or P&Z). It is anticipated that public hearings will be
completed in early winter or January 2021. Once final land use approvals are granted, both applicants
must submit final plats, development agreements, easement agreements, etc. for recordation to perfect
their entitlements and be able to submit a building permit application. Construction sequencing will be
important to this project as construction cannot start until the end of a ski season to minimize the timeline
the lift is offline. At this point, it is anticipated that the earliest construction start date would be April
2022.
As the owner representative for the project, the Development Manager position is expected to oversee
successful execution of all phases in the development project: from initial concepts through final
construction. This entails both leading and supporting the stakeholder group (both externally and
internally) as well as monitoring coordination of the group to ensure that all technical studies, design, and
entitlement requirements are met in a timely fashion to successfully move the project to completion. I’m
happy to answer any additional questions Council may have with regard to this project. Feel free to
contact me at jennifer.phelan@cityofaspen.com or 319-9949.
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INFORMATION ONLY
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Mayor Torre and City Council

FROM:

Karen Harrington, Quality Office Director

THROUGH:

Alissa Farrell, Administrative Services Director

CC:

Sara Ott, City Manager

MEMO DATE:

7/1/2020

MEETING DATE:

7/14/20

RE:

Update on Arts and Cultural Arts Recovery Grants

On May 18, 2020 and in recognition of the importance of the arts to the Aspen community, Council
approved the Arts and Cultural Arts Recovery Grant program. This program is geared toward relief for
non-profits offering arts and cultural arts opportunities, while also emphasizing the need to help
activate the community. Council agreed upon $396,000 in funding, drawn from non-tax funds from the
Wheeler Opera House Fund and money from the COVID-19 emergency relief appropriation to the
General Fund. The maximum grant award is up to 10% of the organization’s annual budget, with a limit
of $30,000.
Subsequent to the May 18 meeting, the City Manager appointed a Review Committee whose members
include Ann Mullins (City Council), Chip Fuller (Wheeler Advisory Board Chair), Sarah Roy (Red Brick
Center for the Arts Executive Director), and Barbara Owen (Citizen Representative and Citizen Academy
Graduate). The Committee is now reviewing applications on a weekly rolling basis and has met twice.
Thus far, the Committee has approved seven grant applications. One decision is on hold pending
clarifying information. As of the date of this memo two more applications are in the queue for review
on July 7, 2020. All applications have demonstrated a clear need for this supplemental funding, with
organizations experiencing substantial losses in earned revenue and donations. Nevertheless, they
remain committed to adapting in ways that will allow them to continue to pursue their missions
consistent with public health orders. The table below summarizes the grants awarded to date. We
anticipate contracts will be begin going out for signatures next week.
Applicant

Funding Awarded

5Point Adventure Film

$

15,000.00

Aspen Film

$

30,000.00
1
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Applicant

Funding Awarded

Aspen Santa Fe Ballet

$

30,000.00

Jazz Aspen Snowmass

$

30,000.00

Music Associates of Aspen
(Aspen Music Festival and School)
Roaring Fork Music Society

$

30,000.00

$

8,000.00

Theatre Aspen

$

30,000.00

$223,000 of unencumbered funds remain available for upcoming applications. Because applicants may
combine their Recovery Grant applications with their 2021 Wheeler applications, we anticipate that
additional requests for recovery funding will continue through the summer.
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